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Radiom~trie irifrarouge dans la Baie Allemande

a l'aide d'instruments a~roport~s

Dans le cadre d'un "Remote Sensing Program:ne" on a exaI:lin~

dans une region d'etudes dans la Eaie Allemande dans quel

rnesure des capteurs IR de balayage sont capables de fournir

des donnees sur la distribution de la temperature super

ficielle avec une precision satisfaisante. Les donn~es

obtenues par Iebalayage IR ont ete traitees digitalement,

ce qui a necessite d'appliquer des proced~s num~riques

etendus. Les resultats des premiers traitements revelent

que la correction de I'att~nuation atmospherique doit ~tre

amelioree. De plus, Ia difference entre la "skin temperature"

et la temperature sub-superficielle doit ~tre prise en

consideration si l'on fait une comparaison entre des

temperatures de radiation infrarouge et destemperatures

mesurees conventionnellement •
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Scanning I-R sensors were investigated in a testing area

of the German Bight, within the framework of a Remote Sensing

Progra~~e, to see how far I-R sensors are suitable to obtain

SST distributions with sufficient accuracy.The I-R scanner

data were processed digitally, whereby extensive numerical

procedures had to be employed. The results of the first pro

cessing show that the correction of the atmospherical attenu-

ation roust be improved. Furthermore, in comparisons between tt
I-R radiation temperatures and conventionally measured tempera

ture distributions, the temperature difference between the skin

temperature and the subsurface measured temperature is to be

taken into account.

Introduction

vlithin the framework of a German'Remote Sensing Progra~e,

scanning I-R sensors were investigated in a test area of the

German Bight, to see how far they are suitable to' obtain sur- ..

face temperature distributions with sufficient accutacy

(± 0.20 c).

The'I-R data were, taken by' a "DFVLRft * aircraft which -

amongst other things - was equipped with aprecision radiation
. . . 2

thermometer (PRT 5, BARNES) and a multi-spectral scanner (N S,

BEI-mIX). For correction and comparison of the I-R data obtained,

extensive sea truth material was also obtained. The processing

Footnote: * "DFVLR" = Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt

fUr Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V.
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of the I-R data wascarried out by the Authors, using a Digital. .

Image Analysis System at the DFVLR in Oberpfaffenhofen. The

primary results only are presented here, because of the exten

sive numerical problems occurring during the processing of the

I-R data.

Observations

The inner German Bight between the light vessels "EIbe I"

and "Deutsche Bucht", as weIl as between'the light vessel

"\'leser" and the Island of"Heligoland, were chosen as the testing

area because, through the light vessels and Heligoland, salient

points for the flight profiles were already in existence and

co~parison temperatures could be measured at these corner posi

tions without the additional use of ships. Fig. 1 shows achart

of the Gerxan Bight with both flight profiles. The aircraft

(DOill~IER - Skyservant) flew over the profiles on 29th and 30th

August, 1976, at three different altitudes (ca. 600 mj 1,200 mj

3,000 m). In the following, only the flight lane Heligoland

light vessel "Weser" at a flight level of 3,000 m on 29th

AUGust, 1976, is under consideration.

A weak wind ( 4 to 5 m/s), from an easterly direction, was

blowing at the time of the flight. It was sunny, but hazy with 

from time to time - slight overcast by clouds or high-lying,

fog-type haze. R.V. "Gauß" was positioned at the point of inter

section of the two pro~iles. The radiosondes started there, show

for 29.8.1976 a high water-vapour content (Fig. 2), which to a
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-2 **flight altitude of 3,000 m add up to 2.05 g cm ,and there-

by, in the H20 window region from 8 to 14 p cause a strong 'at

mospheric attenuation in the I-R data. _/ith a formula: ofDavis

and Viezee (1967) which is valid for wave numbers from 8 to

12 cm-1 , the atmospheric transmission for water-vapour content

was calculated as' 0.762.

CTD measurements for the registration of the advective

processes were carriedout on board R.V. "Gauß" during the

fly~overs. Furthermore, a Surface Rider Thermistor Chaln was

successfully employed, which registered - between 0.10 c and

3.30 m - with 22 thermistors the near-surface water temperature .

profile at timed intervals of 1 minute~ Fig. 3 shows a water

temperature profile during the fly-over. Rough estimates reveal

that the longwave back radiationand the latent heat flux ex

ceed the downwards-directed sensible heat flux. The heat bal-

ance, taking into account the heating of the surface layers by

shortwave radiation, gives a temperature difference of

To - T25~ _0.20 C. The water temperature profile shows a

temperature inversion of about 1 m depth and c~nfirms, thereby,

the upwards-directed heat flux.

After the conclusion of the I-R aircraft plots, the dis

tribution of the hydrographie parameters in the test strips

was observed on board R.V. "Gauß" by running the scanned strips

using a thermosalinograph and bucket. ~

Footnote: ** The meteorological data was obtained and evaluated

by the Seewetteramt Hamburg.
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Fig. 4 shows the quasi-synoptic subsurface temperature

distribution in the test area gained thereby.
, i

This distribution, taken:in about 16 hours, is deformed

by the strong tidal current, which is up to 1.5 sm/h in the

German Bight. Thereby, an interpretation of the complicated

horizontal temperature structure is made more difficult.

Owing to the run-off of the EIbe and Weser as weIl as to

• the East wind situation, warmer, low-saline rJorth Friesian

coastal water shifted towards the West. Simultaneously, colder

and somewhat more saline water:appeared at the mouth of the

Weser, which probably originated from mixing with the colder

bottom water. The arrangement;of the isotherms and the iso

halines (not shown here) suggests an anticyclonic eddy between

the River EIbe, River Weser, and'the Island of Heligoland.

, '
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Numerical rnethods

As Fig. 4 shows, only rninor horizontal water temperature

differences appeared in the test area, which reached a maxioum

of about 20 C. In order to resolve the weak gradients, the air

craft operator increased the scanner amplification, thereby

spreading out the resolution. 'Theresult is a strong background

noise, which superimposes up6n the temperaturesignals; that

!. is, the relationship of the signaitothe noise is almost1.

For the digital treatment of the images, especially with regard

to the formation of lines of equal':teniperature, i t was necessary

to smooth the images. For that reason,numerical filters were
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developed,which were to separate the noise from the signal

(Huber, 1978). The capacity:of the computer equipment (DIBIAS,
, ,

Oberpfaffenhofen) which was available for those computations,

however, did not permit the, use of two-dimensional filters •

For that reason, at times, the rows and the lines were filtered

separately.

For the determination of suitahle filters, at first, lines

and rows were Fourier analysed. Figs. 5a and 5b show the charac

teristic spectral properties of lines and rows. Th~ figures

present means from a large number of spectra. The spectrum of
" .

the radiationintensity taken from the scanner as a' function of

a relative wavelength is shown, the unit of which is the Pixel

distance. In the line direction the Pixel distanceresp. the

'Pixel dimensions are not constant but angle-dependent. A plateau

(white noi~e) is characteristic for all rows with lower wave

.lengths up to a wavelength of about 40 times the Pixel distance.

Subsequently, in the direction of the largerwavelengths, there

is a distinct broad peak (wavelength 40 times to 100 times that

of the Pixel distance). This peak manifests itself in' the imaGes

as an almost periodic strip structure in the row direction, and

could possibly be interpreted as an instrument failure. The be

haviour of the surface water temperature is described in the

spectru~ in the part with almost constant descent (in individual

spectra~ superimposed with peaks). One describes,the spectrum '

in this region by the function:-

I(k) N k-<X:(k = wave number)

therefore, this gives for OC:-

'OC"'0.9.

* Pixel = picture (image) element.

"
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Different filters were used inthe rows: such with which

one filtered off the transition' band to white noise (peak'at

wavelengths of 40 to 100 Pixel distance) together with the
, In..·

white noise; or such which one considered{this region as rele-

vant for the description of the temperature behaviour, and for

that reason did not filter it off. Fig. 6b shows the spectru~

of a row filter of the first type.

The spectra of the lines (Fig. 5a) distinguish themselves

frorn those of the rows especially in that they have nodistinct

white noise plateau. Here, the'noise concentratesin a distinct

peak at wavelengths of about 5 Pixel distances. In general, the

spectrum can be divided into 1:;wo ranges, with different strong

,intensitydescent. In many spectra in the transition band, there

is a peak, the origin of which has not yet been clarified.

For the range of larger wavelengths in·the rows, this .

results in

For the range with smaller wavelengths, the result i5

oe N 2.

The filter of the lines was so determined, in that

wavelengths smaller than 6 Pixel distances were filtered out.

The spectrum of that f.1.l ter is 'shown in Fig. 6b •

.
For the correction of the,atmospheric attenuation, the

formula of Davis and Viezee was used for all Nadir arigles of

.,--,-_._--~
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the transmission. The corrections resulting therefrom, because

of the DIBIAS internal data organization, were added row-wise.

Fin~lly, a geometrical correction - the Panorama Distortion

Correction - was carried out.

Fig. 7 shows, in a flow diagram, the typeand sequence

of the numerical procedures used. After that processing, the

digital image was given out over a line printer and as a

pseudo colour image.

Results

In Fig. 8 the conventional and the radiometrical deter

mined temperaturedistributions are compared. On principle,

no conformity can be expected because of the different inter

vals of time at which they were taken. However, in both figures,

the course of the isotherms and the order of magnitude of the

gradients are comparable.:The I-R image in absolutevalue lies

about 10 C lower in the mean than the measured subsurface

te~perature distribution.

In the main, three reasons can be advanced for that:-

1) For the measured temperature difference between the

air temperature and~ater temperature, the skin tern

perature lies about 0.20 C below that of the sub

surface temperature (Hasse, 1963).

2) The atmospheric correction iS,too low, because of

insufficient consideration of the'wings of the H20

window.

•
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3) It was not taken into account that the water surface

does not radiate as a black body. No non-blackness

correction was used (~O.2° C).

Furthermore, attention roust be drawn to the fact that

the digital filters slightly change the means of the images

and, thereby, falsifythe temperatures •.

It is nO\IT being attempted to remove these errors in order

tt to compare the radiometrical water temperatures direct with the

conventionally observed water temperatur~s.

It,will be attempted,to gain better attenuation values

using an atmospheric m~del of'Selby and McClatchey ~(1972).

j.

,..'.,

Furthermore, a non-blackness correction (Stevenson and

Miller, 1974) will be used.

". The temperature differencebetween the skin temperature

and the subsurface temperature will be determined using a

+ C Q
211

formular given by Hasse

T - T =o w

(1971)

C H
1U

C1 ; C2 = empirical coefficients

H = heat flow

Q = solar radiation

U = wind speed

whereby, the heat flow at the interface will be estimated by a

bulk formula : givenby.Haney (1971).

. .... --.--J
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Bulk formulas of Nagel (1971) are available for the

calculation of the solar radiation.

The improvements of the evaluation procedures are not

yet completed, owing to the considerable numerical procedures

applied. However, we suppose that accuracy required (±O.2° C)

for the skin temperature can be attained.

Conclusions

r~icrostructures in the surface temperatures in areas with

large temporal and/or local variability can be qualitatively

recorded very weIl by means of I-R scanner images.

Structures become visible which cannot be realized by

measurements from one or even several ships.

In estuaries, especially, or in coastal vicinities,

mixing and transportation processes can be recorded by remote

sensing procedures.

In order to obtain quantitative I-R images with sufficient

absolute accuracy, however, in addition to the high technical

commitment, a high numerical application is necessary. That ex-

penditure in time and material,.andthe greater dependency o!

the atmospherical.corid.itions, heavily limit the routine-wise

use of I-R remote-sensing procedures.

•
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